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PopnGro Pocket
The PopnGro is a two sized pocket nappy designed to meet the
needs of the smallest newborn right through to the chunkiest
toddler without compromise. These are one of our favourite
nappies – they fit really well and are very reliable and easy to use.
Each size nappy can be adjusted to make a 'size within a size' by
changing the popper setting at the front of the cover. And size 2
on the largest setting really will fit a large toddler. They also come
complete with two ultra absorbent soaker pads made from quick
drying microfibre. You can add one or two at a time to the pocket
to obtain the right level of absorbency for your baby. You can also
add more boosters for night time. A gorgeous soft fleece layer
wicks moisture away from baby's skin.
They have sturdy velcro-type 'hook and loop' (Aplix) fastenings
making for easier change time!
The Hunnybums HQ 'go-to' nappy!
*Size 1 - 7lbs to 20 -25lbs
*Size 2 - 20lbs to 35lbs+

Hunny Highlights

Hunny Heads-up

✔ 2 sizes ensures slim fit and reduces wear
!
✔ Very absorbent with large pocket for extra
boosters (for night time, long journeys etc.)
✔ Quick drying
!
✔ Size 2 fits large toddlers – bigger than some
other 'birth to potty' nappies
!
✔ Very soft 'stay dry'fleece layer next to skin
✔ Unisex print and colours - safe buying antenatally

Nappy Do

✔ Pre-wash nappy a few times before use to reach
full absorbency
✔ Wash nappy & inserts after each use
✔ Fold over any velcro tabs to prevent snagging
✔ If soiled, knock solids into toilet. Small solids
stuck to the fleece will dissolve in the wash
✔ Separate inserts and outer & store in dry nappy
bucket

✔

Wash at 40°C in non-bio detergent – only use half

the recommended amount – plus sanitiser (see
Washing and Drying info sheet)
✔ Tumble dry on low heat or hang to dry
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Two sizes can seem expensive but some 'birth to
potty' nappies are outgrown by large toddlers. 2
sizes also reduces wear on the nappies – useful if
you plan to use on further children
Aplix fastenings are easily undone by some
toddlers (so are disposable nappy fastenings!)
If the size 1 nappies are leaving a red mark around
the legs, it's time for size 2

Nappy Don't
! Don't use nappy rash ointments/creams without
!
!

paper liner to protect nappy (see Nappy Rash info
sheet)
Do not tumble on high heat
Don't use fabric softener, bleach or biological
detergents (especially containing optical
brighteners)

Hunny Hints

✔ Once washed, place the pads into the pocket of
the outer and stack in nappy drawer – you'll feel
really virtuous and get a warm glow just looking at
your gorgeous pile of nappies ready to go!
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